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Background. Treatment benefits and harms are often
communicated as relative risk reductions and increases,
which are frequently misunderstood by doctors and patients.
One suggestion for improving understanding of such risk
information is to also communicate the baseline risk. We
investigated 1) whether the presentation format of the base-
line risk influences understanding of relative risk changes
and 2) the mediating role of people’s numeracy skills.
Method. We presented laypeople (N = 1234) with a hypothet-
ical scenario about a treatment that decreased (Experiments
1a, 2a) or increased (Experiments 1b, 2b) the risk of heart
disease. Baseline risk was provided as a percentage or a fre-
quency. In a forced-choice paradigm, the participants’ task
was to judge the risk in the treatment group given the rela-
tive risk reduction (or increase) and the baseline risk.
Numeracy was assessed using the Lipkus 11-item scale. Re-
sults. Communicating baseline risk in a frequency format
facilitated correct understanding of a treatment’s benefits

and harms, whereas a percentage format often impeded
understanding. For example, many participants misinter-
preted a relative risk reduction as referring to an absolute
risk reduction. Participants with higher numeracy generally
performed better than those with lower numeracy, but all
participants benefitted from a frequency format. Limitations
are that we used a hypothetical medical scenario and a non-
representative sample. Conclusions. Presenting baseline risk
in a frequency format improves understanding of relative
risk information, whereas a percentage format is likely to
lead to misunderstandings. People’s numeracy skills play
an important role in correctly understanding medical infor-
mation. Overall, communicating treatment benefits and
harms in the form of relative risk changes remains problem-
atic, even when the baseline risk is explicitly provided. Key
words: relative risk; absolute risk; risk communication;
numeracy; presentation format; baseline risk. (Med Decis
Making 2014;34:615–626)

Transparent and intuitive communication of
health information is a major challenge in

ensuring informed consent and shared decision
making. For instance, the benefit of mammography
screening for women aged 50 and older can be

communicated as a risk reduction of 20% in mortal-
ity due to breast cancer.1 But what does that num-
ber actually mean? The epidemiological data on
which this benefit is based show that about 5 in
every 1000 women without screening die from
breast cancer within 10 years, as opposed to 4 in
1000 with screening—a relative risk reduction of
20%. Another way of conveying the same informa-
tion is to say that participating in screening reduces
breast cancer mortality by 0.1% (1 in 1000),
namely, from 0.5% (5 in 1000) to 0.4% (4 in
1000). As this example illustrates, different formats
exist for expressing treatment benefits. A relative
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risk reduction (RRR) is defined as the difference
between event rates (risk) in the control and treat-
ment groups, normalized by the event rate in the
control group (the baseline risk). An absolute risk
reduction (ARR), by contrast, is defined as the dif-
ference between the risk in the control group and
the risk in the treatment group (Table 1).

The same holds true for communicating potential
harms of treatments. The relative risk increase (RRI)
and the absolute risk increase (ARI) are defined anal-
ogously to risk reductions (Table 1). For instance, in
1995 the UK Committee on Safety for Medicine
used the RRI format in its statement that the third gen-
eration of the contraceptive pill increased the risk of
life-threatening blood clots twofold, that is, by
100%, compared with the second-generation pill.2,3

This RRI corresponded to an ARI of 0.014% (increase
from 1 in 7000 to 2 in 7000).

Whereas relative and absolute risk formats are
derived from the very same data (event rates in the
control and treatment groups), they are often not
psychologically equivalent. For instance, laypeople
as well as health professionals evaluate treatment ben-
efits more favorably when they are presented as an RRR
rather than an ARR.4–8 Nonetheless, RRR remains the
dominant format for communicating treatment benefits
in direct-to-consumer advertisements, in patient deci-
sion aids, and within the medical community.9–14

One suggestion for improving understanding of rela-
tive reductions (or increases) is to also communicate
the baseline risk.15

However, several important questions remain,
given that neither the role of the presentation
format of the baseline risk nor the influence of
people’s numeracy in interpreting relative risk
changes with baseline risk have been systematically
investigated.

Relative Risk Reduction and Baseline Risk

Schwartz and others16 found that providing the
baseline risk improved accuracy in estimating breast
cancer mortality when presenting women with a treat-
ment’s benefit as an RRR or an ARR. Even when pro-
vided with the baseline risk, however, about two-
thirds of the participants still gave incorrect mortality
rate estimates. Similarly, most participants in Sheri-
dan and colleagues’17 study were unable to calculate
the effect on a given baseline risk when presented
with an RRR or an ARR; only about one-fifth of partic-
ipants correctly estimated the effect in the treatment
group based on the given information. Natter and
Berry15 showed that omitting the baseline risk led to
an overestimation of both the baseline risk and the
risk for the treatment group, whereas providing the
baseline risk led to more accurate estimates overall.

The Role of Numeracy in Understanding Relative
Risk Reduction With Baseline Risk

Both Schwartz and Sheridan and their col-
leagues16,17 also investigated numeracy—the ability to
comprehend and use numerical information18—as
a moderating variable in people’s understanding of
RRR with baseline risk. They found that participants
with lower numeracy particularly had difficulties solv-
ing the tasks. For instance, in one study, the proportion
of correct answers ranged from 5.8% for those with the
lowest numeracy score to 40% for those with the high-
est score.16 Similarly, in another study, only 5% of par-
ticipants with lower numeracy calculated the event rate
in the treatment group correctly, whereas up to 50% of
those with higher numeracy did.17 These findings are
consistent with related research showing that people’s

Table 1 Relative and Absolute Risk Changes

Type of Change Risk Reduction (RR) Risk Increase (RI)

Relative (R) RRR 5 ERControl!ERTreatment
ERControl

Example:

RRR 5 0:5%!0:4%
0:5% 5 20%

RRI 5 ERTreatment!ERControl
ERControl

Example:

RRI 5 0:028%!0:014%
0:014% 5 100%

Absolute (A) ARR 5 ERControl ! ERTreatment

Example:

ARR 5 0:5%!0:4% 5 0:1%

ARI 5 ERTreatment ! ERControl

Example:

ARI 5 0:028%!0:014% 5 0:014%

Note: The risk reductions are based on the mammography example (breast cancer mortality reduction from 5 in 1000 to 4 in 1000 when participating in
screening). The example for the risk increase measures is based on the ‘‘pill scare’’ (increase of thrombosis from 1 in 7000 to 2 in 7000 when taking the
third-generation contraceptive pill). ERControl = event rate in the control group (baseline risk); ERTreatment = event rate in the treatment group.
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numeracy mediates their understanding of statistical
information, risk perception, and decision making.18–25

The Role of Presentation Format in Communicating
Baseline Risk

What format should be used to communicate base-
line risk? Whereas previous studies often used fre-
quency formats, percentages are also frequently
used. This holds both for scientific articles and
when reporting results to the public. Examples
include statements like ‘‘In the United Kingdom,
35% of deaths are due to cardiovascular causes, com-
pared with about 60% in those with type 2 diabetes
and 67% of type 1 diabetic patients over 40 years
old.’’26(p874) or ‘‘In 2004, heart disease was noted on
68% of diabetes-related death certificates among peo-
ple aged 65 years and older.’’27(p8) Here, the baseline
risk is expressed as a percentage.

But what happens when information on the base-
line risk is combined with RRR statements, such as
‘‘Heart failure was reduced by 56%, strokes by 44%,
and combined myocardial infarction, sudden death,
stroke, and peripheral vascular disease by
34%.’’26(p874) or ‘‘Reducing diastolic blood pressure
from 90 mmHg to 80 mmHg in people with diabetes
reduces the risk of major cardiovascular events by
50%’’?27(p10)

One important question is whether the 2 pieces of
information refer to the same reference class (e.g., age
group, gender, type of diabetes, etc.). But even when
they do, another difficulty lies in the potential ambi-
guity of the words ‘‘reduced by.’’ Assume a random-
ized control study shows that 68% of people with
diabetes have heart disease, and that a new drug
reduces the risk of heart disease by 50%. The 50%
risk decrease refers to an RRR, suggesting that the
event rate is reduced from 68% to 34%. A conceptual
misunderstanding would be to interpret the decrease
as referring to an ARR. The risk reduction would then
be misunderstood as referring to a decrease in per-
centage points, meaning in this case that the risk of
cardiovascular events decreases by 50 percentage
points from 68% to 18% when blood pressure is
reduced.

Misinterpreting a relative difference as an absolute
difference (i.e., difference in percentage points)
might be especially likely when the baseline risk is
expressed as a percentage. When the baseline risk is
instead presented as a frequency (e.g., 680 of 1000
instead of 68%) in order to estimate how many people
are at risk in the treatment group, it is necessary to
convert the RRR into the same ‘‘currency’’ (number

of people at risk), thus helping to clarify the meaning
of an RRR.

Berry and others28 provided participants with risk
increase information, either in a relative or an abso-
lute format or as number needed to treat. When no
baseline risk was provided, participants strongly
overestimated the side effect, particularly in the RRI
condition. Provision of baseline risk improved esti-
mates, and no differences between the 3 formats
were found. Yet even with baseline risk information,
the risk increase was overestimated. Because, how-
ever, participants received the baseline risk in both
a percentage and a frequency format, the study does
not allow for assessing potential differences between
different baseline risk formats. The influence of pre-
sentation format was demonstrated in a study by
Covey,29 who examined the effects of baseline risk
presentation (frequency v. percentage) on partici-
pants’ understanding of RRR and ARR. Participants
had to choose between 2 treatments where either
both treatments were equally effective or 1 treatment
was more effective than the other. When treatments
differed in effectiveness, participants identified the
better treatment only when the baseline risk was pro-
vided in a frequency format, regardless of whether an
RRR or an ARR was used. However, the study did not
investigate how participants interpret RRR when
given baseline risk, under what conditions misinter-
pretations are more likely, or what possible misinter-
pretations occurred.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS

We report the findings of 2 experiments that exam-
ined laypeople’s understanding of relative risk
changes when the baseline risk is provided. Partici-
pants chose between different estimates for the event
rate in the treatment group after being given informa-
tion on the baseline risk (event rate in the control
group) and the RRR (Experiments 1a and 2a) or the
RRI (Experiments 1b and 2b). To pinpoint partici-
pants’ understanding of relative risk changes, the
available estimates corresponded to alternative inter-
pretations of the relative risk change, such as a rela-
tive or absolute reduction (or increase) of the event
rate in the treatment group.

Three questions were the focus: Does the presenta-
tion format of the baseline risk matter for correctly
understanding treatment benefits and harms? To what
extent is the correct understanding of relative risks
mediated by people’s numeracy skills? If relative risks
are misunderstood, how are they actually interpreted?
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EXPERIMENT 1

We investigated whether and under what condi-
tions a relative risk change is erroneously inter-
preted as an absolute risk change. In Experiment
1a, participants had to evaluate an RRR; in Experi-
ment 1b, participants were provided with an RRI.
We hypothesized that misunderstandings are more
likely when the baseline risk is presented as a per-
centage and for people with lower numeracy. By
contrast, presenting the baseline risk in a frequency
format should help people (with lower and higher
numeracy) correctly understand a relative risk
change.

Participants

For all experiments reported in this paper, partici-
pants were recruited through the online platform
Amazon MTurk (AMT). AMT enables access to a large
and diverse subject pool, often more representative of
the US population than are in-person convenience
samples.30 Research suggests that findings with
AMT are similar in quality and reliability to those
from laboratory samples.31–33 Participants had to be
US residents and at least 18 years old.

Experiment 1a had 203 participants (55% male; !x
age = 33 years, SD = 20); Experiment 1b had 182 par-
ticipants (52% male; !x age = 33 years, SD = 12).

Figure 1 Hypothetical medical scenario and answers used in Experiments 1 and 2. Participants were randomly assigned to either the base-
line percentage or baseline frequency condition and provided with a relative risk reduction (RRR) or relative risk increase (RRI). Words and
numbers in square brackets refer to risk increase scenarios (Experiments 1b and 2b). The 5 choices correspond to the following answers (in
descending order): relative reduction [increase] correctly understood, relative reduction [increase] mistaken as absolute reduction
[increase]; relative reduction [increase] mistaken as event rate; Calculation Error I; Calculation Error II. See text for details.
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Participants had various occupations and educational
backgrounds. Remuneration was $0.75. In each exper-
iment participants were randomly assigned to 1 of 2
baseline risk formats (percentage v. frequency).

Materials and Procedure

In Experiment 1a, participants received a hypothet-
ical scenario about a drug that reduces the risk of heart
disease for patients with diabetes by 20% (Figure 1).
Their task was to judge the event rate in the treatment
group, given the baseline risk and the RRR.

All participants received the same RRR information:
‘‘The study showed that the new drug reduced the risk
of heart disease by 20%.’’ Baseline risk was provided
as either a percentage or a frequency. In the percentage
condition, baseline risk was presented as 30%. The
answer options were 24% of 1000 (RRR interpretation)
and 10% of 1000 (ARR interpretation). In the frequency
condition, baseline risk was presented as 300 of 1000.
Possible answers were 240 of 1000 (RRR interpretation)
and 100 of 1000 (ARR interpretation). Participants in
Experiment 1b received the same scenario, except
that the drug increased the risk by 20%. Here, possi-
ble answers were 36% (RRI interpretation) and 50%
(ARI interpretation) in the percentage condition and
360 of 1000 (RRI interpretation) and 500 of 1000 (ARI
interpretation) in the frequency condition. In all
studies, the order of the answers was randomized.

We assessed participants’ numeracy using Lipkus
and others’23 11-item numeracy scale, with the items
presented in random order. Numeracy is defined as
‘‘the degree to which individuals have the capacity
to access, process, interpret, communicate, and act
on numerical, quantitative, graphical, biostatistical,
and probabilistic health information needed to make
effective health decisions.’’34(p375) Items of the scale
require participants, for instance, to transform per-
centages into frequencies or vice versa, or to identify
the highest risk of a given set of risks (e.g., What is
the highest risk of getting a disease? 1 in 10, 1 in
100, 1 in 1000). An individual’s numeracy score is
the total number of correct items (maximum value
11). This scale has been used in a wide range of stud-
ies, showing that people with lower numeracy have
more difficulties understanding risks, are more
prone to framing effects, and are more easily misled
by nontransparent formats such as RRRs.18–25

Results

Figure 2 (left) shows that people better understood
the RRR when the baseline risk was presented as

a frequency rather than a percentage. In the percent-
age condition, 54% of participants correctly judged
the event rate in the treatment group, as opposed to
85% in the frequency condition (x2 = 23.8, df = 1,
P = 0.001). Baseline risk format was also relevant for
understanding a treatment’s harms (Figure 2, right):
62% of participants in the percentage condition but
77% of participants in the frequency condition cor-
rectly interpreted the RRI (x2 = 4.6, df = 1, P = 0.02).

Influence of numeracy. Aggregated across the 2
experiments, numeracy scores ranged from 4 to 11,
with a median of 10 (!x = 9.5, skewness = 21.22). As
in previous studies,21,25 we observed a highly skewed
distribution of numeracy scores. To investigate the
influence of numeracy, we therefore performed
a median split to divide the sample into lower (#9
items correct) and higher (.9 items correct) numeracy
groups and then examined the influence of format sep-
arately for each group using x2 tests.* The median split
facilitates interpretation and visualization of the
results and enables better comparability of our find-
ings with previous studies using the same method.21,25

The median split (Figure 2) shows that partici-
pants with higher numeracy generally performed
better but that both lower and higher numeracy par-
ticipants chose a greater number of correct answers
when baseline risk was presented as a frequency
(lower numeracy: x2 = 17.6, df = 1, P = 0.001; higher
numeracy: x2 = 10.6, df = 1, P = 0.001).

Results for the RRI scenario (Experiment 1b) were
similar. Participants with both lower (x2 = 3.6, df =
1, P = 0.049) and higher (x2 = 2.5, df = 1, P = 0.08)
numeracy were more likely to correctly understand
the RRI when baseline risk was presented as a fre-
quency, although the difference was smaller than in
the RRR scenario (Figure 2, right).

Discussion

The majority of participants correctly judged the
benefit or harm of a treatment when the baseline risk
waspresented ina frequency format,whereasapercent-
age format led many participants to interpret the rela-
tive risk change as an absolute one. Lower numeracy

*We also conducted logistic regressions with format (categorical:
percentage v. frequency) and numeracy (continuous) as predictors
and the interpretation (RRR v. ARR) as dependent variable, separately
for the risk reduction (Experiment 1a) and risk increase (Experiment 1b)
scenario. In both experiments, format and numeracy were significant
predictors for a correct understanding of a relative risk change (see
web-only appendix for details). Given that regression models make
stronger assumptions about the normality of the data, we here focus
on the less demanding x2 tests. However, both types of analysis lead
to the same conclusions.
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participants more frequently interpreted the relative
risk information erroneously as an absolute risk change.
Yet participants with both lower and higher numeracy
benefited from a frequency format.

EXPERIMENT 2

Experiment 1 showed that people often errone-
ously interpret a relative risk change as an absolute
change. However, further misinterpretations are pos-
sible. Sheridan and colleagues17 noted that about
20% of their participants interpreted an RRR as
directly referring to the event rate in the treatment
group. One explanation is that people who are unfa-
miliar with the basic design of randomized controlled
trials might ignore the information about the baseline
risk and assume instead that the reduction directly
refers to the event rate in the treatment group (hence-
forth denoted as the ER interpretation). For instance,
when the RRR in the heart disease scenario is 20%,
people may mistakenly believe that 20% of all people
who are treated have heart disease.

We consider these 3 interpretations (RRR, ARR,
and ER) as conceptual interpretations of an RRR,
which should be distinguished from mere calculation
errors. For instance, many people have difficulties
converting percentages into frequencies and vice
versa.16,18 In our example, 20% of 1000 corresponds

to 200 in 1000. A false conversion could result in
the answer 20 of 1000. Along with an ARR interpreta-
tion, this may lead participants to interpret the 20%
risk reduction as 300 – 20 = 280 of 1000 in the fre-
quency condition (Calculation Error I). People fol-
lowing an ER interpretation may erroneously
estimate the risk in the treatment group and come
up with 20 of 1000, or 2% (Calculation Error II). In
Experiment 2 we therefore provided participants
with 5 answer options (i.e., RRR, ARR, ER, Calcula-
tion Error I, Calculation Error II) for judging the event
rate in the treatment group when given the baseline
risk and an RRR or RRI (Figure 1, bottom).

A second goal was to examine participants’ choices
when the relative risk change cannot be meaningfully
interpreted as an absolute risk change. For instance,
given a baseline risk of 30% and an RRR of 40%, misun-
derstanding the reduction as a change in percentage
points yields a negative number (i.e., 30% 2 40% =
210%), which renders the ARR interpretation implau-
sible. Similarly, given an RRI of 80% and a baseline risk
of 30%, an ARI interpretation yields an event rate larger
than 100% (i.e., 30% 1 80% = 110%). Because the
influence of baseline risk format should predominantly
depend on whether an ARR or ARI is meaningful, we
hypothesized that participants’ performance in the
high-benefit and high-harm condition should be influ-
enced mainly by their numeracy skills and not by pre-
sentation format.

Figure 2 Proportion of participants correctly understanding the meaning of an RRR (Experiment 1a) and an RRI (Experiment 1b). Correct
choices are influenced by the baseline risk presentation format (percentage or frequency) and participants’ numeracy. (a) Results of Exper-
iment 1a. ‘‘Total’’ includes all participants in the percentage (n = 100) and frequency (n = 103) condition. (b) Results of Experiment 1b.
‘‘Total’’ includes all participants in the percentage (n = 100) and frequency (n = 82) condition. Numeracy was assessed using Lipkus
and others’23 scale; participants were categorized into lower and higher numeracy groups based on a median split. Three participants
in Experiment 1a and 4 participants in Experiment 1b did not provide numeracy answers and were excluded from these analyses.
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Participants and Design

Recruitment of participants and remuneration was
identical to Experiment 1. Experiment 2a (RRR) had
443 participants (54% male, !x age = 33 years, SD =
11.3); Experiment 2b (RRI) had 406 participants
(51% male, !x age = 30 years, SD = 9.6).

Participants in Experiment 2a were randomly
assigned to 1 of 4 conditions: Format of Baseline
Risk (percentage v. frequency) 3 Level of Risk
Reduction (low benefit: 20% v. high benefit: 40%).
The high-benefit condition ruled out a meaningful
ARR interpretation. In Experiment 2b, the same
design was used for an RRI: Baseline Risk (percentage
v. frequency) 3 Level of Risk Increase (low harm:
20% v. high harm: 80%); here the high-harm condi-
tion ruled out a meaningful ARI interpretation. Base-
line risk was 30% (300 of 1000) in all conditions.

Materials and Procedure

The materials and procedure were identical to
Experiments 1a and 1b, except that 5 answer options
were provided: RRR interpretation (correct answer),
ARR interpretation, ER interpretation, Calculation
Error I, and Calculation Error II. Figure 1 illustrates
the corresponding numerical values exemplarily for
the low-benefit (20%) RRR condition; corresponding
numbers can be computed for the high-benefit (40%)
RRR and the 2 RRI conditions (20% v. 80%). For the
40% RRR condition, the ARR interpretation was set
to 0%; in the 80% RRI condition, the ARI answer
was set to 100%.

Results and Discussion

Figure 3 (top row) shows the results for the 2 RRR
scenarios. In the low-benefit condition, participants’
judgments varied depending on baseline risk format
(x2 = 27.5, df = 4, P = 0.001) but not in the high-benefit
condition (P = 0.41). When RRR = 20% and baseline
risk was presented as a percentage, only 40% of par-
ticipants interpreted the statement correctly as a rela-
tive reduction (RRR interpretation), while 40%
erroneously interpreted it as an absolute difference
(ARR interpretation). When baseline risk was pre-
sented as a frequency, 63% of participants gave the
correct answer; only 10% erroneously interpreted
the information as an ARR. Regardless of format,
a substantial proportion of participants made an erro-
neous ER interpretation (12% and 17%, respectively)
by assuming the risk reduction to refer directly to the
event rate in the treatment group. Calculation Errors I
and II occurred rarely.

In the high-benefit condition (RRR = 40%), in
which the ARR interpretation is rendered implausi-
ble, most participants interpreted the relative risk
statement correctly regardless of baseline format
(65% v. 68%). Very few ARR interpretations were
obtained, but a substantial proportion of participants
either followed an ER interpretation or committed
Calculation Error I.

Figure 4 (top row) shows participants’ judgments
in the 2 risk increase scenarios. In the low-harm
condition, participants’ judgments differed dep-
ending on the baseline risk format (x2 = 15.9, df = 4,
P = 0.003), whereas in the high-harm condition judg-
ments were similar in pattern in both conditions (P =
0.61). When RRI = 20% and baseline risk was pre-
sented as a percentage, only 33% of participants cor-
rectly judged the risk in the treatment group, and 39%
incorrectly interpreted the information as referring to
an ARI. Performance was better when baseline risk
was presented in a frequency format; 57% of partici-
pants gave the correct answer, and only 19% inter-
preted the risk reduction as an absolute increase.
Analogous to the risk reduction scenario, a substan-
tial proportion of participants (22% and 18%, respec-
tively) interpreted the risk reduction in both formats
as referring directly to the event rate in the treatment
group (ER interpretation); Calculation Errors I and II
were rare.

In the high-harm condition, 56% and 61% of par-
ticipants in the percentage and frequency condition
correctly interpreted the risk statement; almost
none made an ARI interpretation (2%). Irrespective
of format, about one-quarter of participants made an
ER interpretation, and between 12% in the percent-
age condition and 6% in the frequency condition
made Calculation Error I.

Influence of numeracy. Aggregated across the 2
experiments, numeracy scores ranged from 3 to
11, with median = 10, !x = 9.4 (SD = 1.7), and skew-
ness = 21.4. Using a median split, we compared the
influence of baseline risk format separately for par-
ticipants with lower and higher numeracy.y

yWe also conducted logistic regressions with format (categorical:
percentage v. frequency) and numeracy (continuous) as predictors
and the interpretation (correct v. incorrect) as dependent variable.
The regression analyses test for the influence of format and numeracy
on interpreting the risk information correctly, independent of the spe-
cific misinterpretations. Consistent with the analyses based on the
median split, we found that both format and numeracy were significant
predictors in the low-benefit and low-harm condition; no effect of for-
mat but one of numeracy was obtained in the high-benefit and high-
harm condition (see web-only appendix for details).
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Figure 3 Results of Experiment 2a (N = 443). The interpretation of an RRR depends on the presentation format and participants’ numer-
acy. Even when a meaningful ARR interpretation is ruled out, conceptual misunderstandings remain. The baseline risk was set to 30%
(percentage condition) or 300 of 1000 (frequency condition). The left column shows the results for the condition in which the RRR was
20% (n = 224); the right column shows the results for an RRR of 40% (n = 219). The top row shows participants’ answers as a function
of baseline risk presentation format (percentage v. frequency). The middle and bottom rows show participants’ responses separately for
lower and higher numeracy participants. Six participants did not complete the numeracy questionnaire and were excluded from these
analyses. ARR = absolute risk reduction interpretation; ER = event rate interpretation; Error I = Calculation Error I; Error II = Calculation
Error II; RRR = relative risk reduction interpretation. See text for details.
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Figure 3 (middle and bottom row) shows partici-
pants’ judgments in the RRR scenarios separately
for lower and higher numerates based on a median
split. For participants with lower numeracy, format
mattered in the low-benefit condition (x2 = 24.8, df
= 4, P = 0.001) but not in the high-benefit condition
(P = 0.73). For participants with higher numeracy,
similar results were obtained with judgments varying
for the different formats in the low-benefit condition
(x2 = 8.7, df = 4, P = 0.067) but not in the high-benefit
condition (P = 0.67). When a meaningful ARR inter-
pretation was ruled out (high-benefit condition), par-
ticipants more often interpreted the statement
correctly. However, a substantial proportion of
them—particularly of those with lower numeracy—
misunderstood the information and based their
response on an erroneous ER interpretation or Calcu-
lation Error I (Figure 3).

Analyzing lower and higher numeracy partici-
pants in the RRI scenarios separately (Figure 4, mid-
dle and bottom rows) showed that lower numeracy
participants’ judgments varied somewhat in both
the low-harm (x2 = 8.9, df = 4, P = 0.067) and high-
harm (x2 = 7.8, df = 4, P = 0.095) conditions. Judg-
ments of participants with higher numeracy skills
varied in the low-harm condition (x2 = 9.2, df = 4,
P = 0.057) but not in the high-harm condition (P = 0.52).

In sum, as in Experiment 1, more participants cor-
rectly understood relative risk changes when base
rate information was presented in frequencies as
opposed to percentages. In addition to confusing rel-
ative risks with absolute risks, mistaking them for
event rates was a second kind of misunderstanding.
Both misinterpretations tended to be more frequent
among participants with lower numeracy than with
higher numeracy. However, even when provided
with the frequency format, many participants fol-
lowed an ARI or ER interpretation in the low-harm
condition or an ER interpretation along with Calcula-
tion Error I in the high-harm condition (Figure 4).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Treatment benefits and harms are often communi-
cated by RRRs and RRIs. One suggestion for improv-
ing the understanding of such health statistics is to
include information on baseline risk. Previous stud-
ies found that inclusion of this information improved
the understanding of RRRs, although many partici-
pants still gave incorrect estimates of treatment
implications.15–17 Our study extends this research
by providing a more fine-grained analysis of what

misinterpretations and calculation errors can occur
when using relative risk changes for communicating
treatments’ benefits and harms.

Our findings emphasize the importance of choos-
ing the right presentation format to communicate
the baseline risk and the influence of people’s numer-
acy skills on the perceived meaning of relative risk
information. Experiment 1 showed that many partic-
ipants erroneously interpreted an RRR (RRI) as refer-
ring to an absolute decrease (or increase) in risk,
particularly when baseline risk was communicated
as a percentage. Presenting baseline risk instead in
a frequency format improved understanding. Expe-
riment 2 demonstrated not only that people
confuse relative with absolute changes but also that
a substantial proportion of participants misinter-
preted a relative change as referring directly to the
event rate in the treatment group. Further problems
in correctly understanding treatments’ benefits and
harms resulted from calculation errors. Notably,
many participants misunderstood relative risk
formats even in situations in which the numerical
values of the baseline risk and the decrease (or
increase) precluded misinterpreting a relative change
as an absolute one.

Our studies also highlight the role of numeracy as
a mediating factor in understanding relative risks.
Participants with higher numeracy were more likely
to judge the risk in the treatment group correctly,
but they too made more accurate inferences when the
baseline risk was presented in a frequency format.
When an absolute risk interpretation was ruled out
(high-benefit and high-harm condition, respectively, in
Experiments 2a and 2b), those with lower numeracy still
had more difficulties in correctly interpreting the state-
ment than did those with higher numeracy, even
when the baseline risk was provided in a frequency for-
mat. Given that they frequently opted for the ER inter-
pretation, one possibility is that people with lower
numeracy skills also tend to lack the conceptual under-
standing that risk changes always refer to a control group
and therefore misunderstood the information as directly
referring to the event rate in the treatment group.

Two important insights into people’s understand-
ing of relative risk changes stem from the present
findings. First, these results may explain why people
often overestimate treatment benefits when they are
communicated as RRRs: Interpreting a relative reduc-
tion as an absolute reduction results in an overestima-
tion of a treatment’s effectiveness. Consider the
scenarios in which the baseline risk was 30% and the
RRR was 20%. This implies that the event rate in the
treatment group is 24%, but misinterpreting the
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Figure 4 Results of Experiment 2b (N = 406). The interpretation of RRI depends on the presentation format and participants’ numeracy.
Even when a meaningful ARI interpretation is ruled out, conceptual misunderstandings remain. The baseline risk was set to 30% (percent-
age condition) or 300 of 1000 (frequency condition). The left column shows the results for the condition in which the RRI was 20%; the right
column shows the results for an RRI of 80%. The top row shows participants’ answers as a function of the baseline risk presentation format
(percentage v. frequency). The middle and bottom row show participants’ responses separately for lower v. higher numeracy participants.
Thirteen participants did not complete the numeracy questionnaire and were excluded from these analyses. RRI = relative risk increase
interpretation; ARI = absolute risk increase interpretation; ER = event rate interpretation; Error I = Calculation Error I; Error II = Calculation
Error II. See text for details.
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information as an absolute decrease reduces the num-
ber to 10%. Second, the finding that a substantial pro-
portion of participants interpreted the RRR (RRI) as
directly referring to the event rate in the treatment
group points to another problem that impedes under-
standing of health information: Using information on
the baseline risk is beneficial only when people under-
stand that benefits and harms of treatments are evalu-
ated based on a comparison between a control and
a treatment group. If people lack this conceptual under-
standing, they may simply ignore the provided baseline
risk and incorrectly assume that the risk information
refers directly to the event rate in the treatment group.

Given the current results and other findings from
the literature,4,15–17 we believe that the most helpful
way to communicate treatment benefits and harms
is to provide information on the event rate in the con-
trol group and in the treatment group—the very
empirical evidence from which any measure can be
derived. So-called fact boxes35,36 aim to implement
this idea. Figure 5 shows a fact box on mammography
screening that provides the relevant information in
a frequency format. It defines the reference class
(women from the population aged 50 years and

older), provides information on breast cancer mortal-
ity (5 in 1000 without screening v. 4 in 1000 with
screening), compares the overall cancer mortality
(21 in 1000 with and without screening), and commu-
nicates harms such as overdiagnosis (100 of 1000 of
those with screening) and overtreatment (5 out of
1000 of those with screening). Thus, a fact box pro-
vides patients, doctors, and policy makers with a con-
cise overview of the best evidence currently available
(e.g., based on the Cochrane Collaboration’s system-
atic reviews) in a transparent and intuitive manner.

Limitations and Future Research

For the experiments, we used a convenience sam-
ple with limited variability in age and educational
level. Using more representative samples or specific
samples (e.g., patients, doctors) might help identify
further moderating variables, such as education,
age, or socioeconomic status, to account for a broader
range of individual differences in the interpretation
of relative risk statements. We also used a forced-
choice format derived from a priori specified hypoth-
eses about alternative understandings of relative risk
information. Future research should investigate how
accurate people’s estimates of treatment benefits and
harms are when they have to perform the calculation
themselves. Finally, future research should examine
people’s judgments across a broader range of scenar-
ios, with varying baseline risks and treatment bene-
fits and harms.
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Results of the Logistic Regressions for Experiments 1 and 2 with Interpretation (Correct vs. 

False) as Dependent Variable and Baseline Risk Format (Percentage vs. Frequency) and 

Numeracy Score as Predictors 

 

 

 

Predictor B SE B p eB(odds ratio) 

Experiment 1a: Relative risk reduction = 20%   

Constant -4.13 1.13 <.001  

Format 1.81 .37 <.001 6.11 

Numeracy 0.26 .10 .002 1.29 

Experiment 1b: Relative risk increase = 20%   

Constant -3.75 1.2 .002  

Format 0.85 .36 .02 2.34 

Numeracy 0.35 .11 <.001 1.41 

Experiment 2a: Relative risk reduction = 20%    

Constant -7.75 1.44 <.001  

Format 1.16 .305 <.001 3.19 

Numeracy 0.62 .129 <.001 1.86 

Experiment 2a: Relative risk reduction = 40%   

Constant -2.73 1.38 <.05  

Format 0.14 .31 .65 1.15 

Numeracy 0.33 .08 <.001 1.39 

Experiment 2b: Relative risk increase = 20%   

Constant -6.51 1.34 <.001  

Format 0.88 .31 <.01 2.41 

Numeracy 0.52 .13 <.001 1.68 

Experiment 2b: Relative risk increase = 80%   

Constant 5.97 1.65 <.001  

Format 0.31 .32 .33 1.36 

Numeracy 0.55 .11 <.001 1.73 


